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EXEVERSE

BACKGROUND STORY

For our NFT owners, we want our NFT’s value to extend beyond a trade-able asset and 
to ensure each owner will still receive rewards regardless of the volatility of the crypto 

market. By creating a product that can be enjoyed by the general public, revenue 
streams will not be limited to NFT sales but extend across traditional sales channels 

We aim to bring the public into the Metaverse by creating public-centric, entertaining 
products such as a story-rich, action-adventure manga and fun mobile games that can 

be enjoyed by people outside of the crypto/NFT world.

By not tying everything to cryptocurrencies and NFTs, we allow the general public to 
consume our content and products in a traditional manner while providing them the 

option to transition to Web3 to enjoy more benefits and content.
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EXEVERSE AIMS TO BE THE PUBLIC’S FIRST 
ENTRY!POINT INTO THE METAVERSE

SUCH AS IN-GAME ITEMS, PHYSICAL MERCHANDISE, COLLECTIBLES AND MORE.
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EXEVERSE

OUR TEAMOUR TEAM

John is a blockchain specialist based in New York who runs his own crypto 
investment fund Banz Capital as well as Banz Technology, a software house that 
provides computer platform and blockchain development solutions. He has been 
featured on Forbes and is a frequent writer on many online crypto publications.

JOHN IADELUCA
BLOCKCHAIN PARTNER

PLAYFOX GAMES

Playfox Games is a veteran mobile game development studio based in Brazil. His 
studio has worked with numerous clients and created and self-published many 
games too. His dozens of games can be found on Google Play Store and his 
online game site Gameswhats.com

ADEMIR
GAME PARTNER

BANZ CAPITAL

Huang Long Studio is a comic studio and educational institution based in Malaysia. 
They have worked with many studios in China, Hong Kong and Japan in creating 
webcomics, manga and animation.

HUANG LONG CREATION
COMIC STUDIO

Logan Mitev is an award-winning writer and director from Yellowknife, NT, Canada. 
He writes and directs for film, theatre, and comics, his stories having won in New York, 
Paris, Italy, Sweden, and many more countries around the world. He is the most recent 
Sci-Fi winner at the Big Apple Film Festival and is excited to bring many more 
elaborate worlds to audiences everywhere.

LOGAN MITEV
WRITER

HUANG LONG 
CREATION



EXEVERSE

OUR PRODUCTS
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The manga will be set in a sci-fi future where time travel is possible. Our 
characters will travel back to different time periods of human civilization such 

as the Pirate Era, Victorian Era, Feudal Japan and more. 

WE WANT TO BE INCLUSIVE  by exploring the many histories and cultures of 
the world while simultaneously educating the public about principles of Web3 

such as decentralization and immutability. 

MONTHLY PUBLISHED MANGA WITH 
TIME!TRAVEL ELEMENTS

1.

A STORY THROUGH

TIME & SPACE



EXEVERSE

OUR PRODUCTS

A community-owned marketplace will be set up for everyone to purchase EXEVerse 
merchandise using traditional currencies or cryptocurrencies. Products will range from 

figurines, clothing to physical and NFT collectibles such as first edition manga 
chapters, volumes and cover art. Think Pokemon trading cards and first edition 

Spiderman comics, but created and owned by the community.

The DAO will be responsible for voting and approving products to 
be branded as official merch.

COMMUNITY-OWNED 
MARKETPLACE FOR 

EVERYTHING EXEVERSE
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THE COMMUNITY AND NFT HOLDERS have the right to submit 
self-created products to be published and sold as official merch, 

empowering the fan-base to create, grow and monetise their fan creations. 

2.



EXEVERSE

OUR PRODUCTS

3. NFT OWNER EXCLUSIVE PORTAL
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A dedicated NFT owner portal that allows NFT owners
to receive rewards, keep track of their earnings from all 

channels and vote as a DAO member on important 
governance decisions.

[ PORTAL.EXE ]



CASUAL TO COMPETITIVE MOBILE GAMES
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Mobile games are easier to build and promote than AAA games. The mobile games will feature story 
lines and characters from the Manga. They will be in various popular genres from free-to-play.

Players can play the game and buy in-game items using CONVENTIONAL CURRENCIES as 
well as CRYPTOCURRENCIES. They will have the option to purchase in-game items using our 
cryptocurrencies to unlock more benefits. Certain legendary items in the game will be in NFTs only to 

encourage casual players to delve into Web3.

EXEVERSE

OUR PRODUCTSOUR PRODUCTS

EXEVERSE NFT OWNERS can reap rewards from the game even without playing, as
revenues from the game will be distributed accordingly.

TOWER
DEFENSE

MOBA PUZZLE
GAMES

DECK
BUILDING

PVP

4.



CHARACTER
NFTS

Our first genesis collection is a 10,000 NFT collection 
featuring 5 of the main characters in the story.

EXEVERSE

NFTsNFTs

VIP badge and gaming 
privileges in all EXE games

UTILITY

Membership 
into DAO

Able to submit 
creations to be sold at EXE 

marketplace

Able to vote, approve and reject 
on product catalogue in the EXE 

marketplace

Profit sharing of revenues 
generated from in-game items sold 

of the character + theme
(Example Danzig + Pirates theme)

Profit sharing of revenues 
generated from EXE marketplace 

sold of the character +
theme
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THEMES
10

NFT COLLECTION

10,000

Samurai, Knights, Cyberpunk, Pirates, Kung Fu, 21st Century, Victorian, Middle East, 
Ninja and Cowboy as they coincide with the eras featured in the story. There are 3750 

unique traits in the NFT collection.

 NFT owners will own the rights to the unique design and will receive profits from any 
sales (mobile game, merchandise) derived from the design.



IN!GAME MAP
NFTS

There will be 1,000 map NFTs featuring 10 different 
eras:
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UTILITY

Owners will receive a cut of 
every wager bet on games 

played on the map

Membership 
into DAO

Able to submit 
creations to be sold at EXE 

marketplace

Able to vote, approve and reject 
on product catalogue in the EXE 

marketplace

Profit sharing of revenues 
generated from EXE marketplace 

sold of the character +
theme

EXEVERSE

NFTsNFTs

Old Shanghai, Cyberpunk City, Futuristic Army Base, Futuristic 
Slums, Victorian Era, Feudal Japan, King Arthur Castle, 
Cowboy Desert, Aladdin era and Pirate Island. These maps will 
be featured in all of our games.



The first chapter of the manga will be published online for free 
before September 2022.

FIRST CHAPTER OF MANGA

EXEVERSE

ROADMAP AND FUTURE PLANS

The first mobile game will be launched in 
December 2022.

FIRST MOBILE GAME
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EXEVERSE

FUTURE PLANSFUTURE PLANS

Building EXEVerse into the first community 
owned Anime/Manga IP

Spin-off, side stories of characters in the EXEVerse

Animation of the story

Building the 10 different eras into a virtual world 
where other NFT projects and developers can 

build their own projects.



THANK YOU
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EXEVERSE.IO




